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President’s Message

S

ummer brings a number of
problems to our area. There
is the heat and low water, the throngs of tourists, and copious
amounts of litter. Another problem it seems to bring is fishing regulation violations. I have heard of a couple recent and quite flagrant violations. I think it is worthwhile to know the best way to deal
with wildlife violations so that those violators will be more likely to be
caught, and for your own safety. Not really knowing myself the best
way, I asked the wildlife officer who regularly patrols our area to
share what he feels is the best way to deal with violators. Here are
his recommendations:
Do not confront anyone. I know for many of us, our first
urge is to inform the violator that what they are doing is wrong.
There are a number of reasons not to do this. First, it is likely going
to result in an unpleasant encounter. One that will probably ruin your
day on the water. Second, it makes it very unlikely that the violator
will be caught since they will probably leave the area and discard
any evidence of their wrongdoing such as bait or fish.
Observe and record any information you can. You should
attempt to do this without alerting the violator. Get a description of
the individual (height, weight, hair color, age, etc.), what they are
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President’s Message Continued
wearing, what equipment/bait/fish in possession they have, their behavior, and if you can
associate the individual with a vehicle, a description of that and a license plate. If you can
take pictures without being obvious, that can help as well. Note the location, date, and
time.
Next you want to report the violation. You can do this by calling the NCWRC tip
line at 800-662-7137. If you are near a ranger station you can of course the violation in person. In many cases, mobile phones do not work where we fish. It is still worth reporting violations even if it is hours or days later as there are many repeat violators that may match
individuals or vehicles you describe.
After calling the number and reporting all the information it will be passed on to the
wildlife office on duty in that area and they will be dispatched. These officers cover multiple
counties during some times, and cannot always respond quickly, but they do take violations
seriously. Again, it is important you do not confront or make the violator aware you are reporting them, or they will very likely be gone by the time the officer gets there, or will
have disposed of any evidence.
To end this on a happier note, the trout may have had a rough July but is seems we
may be through the worst of it. With all this rain, our trout streams are full of water and
staying cooler. We have some great fall trout fishing to look forward to!
Tight Lines,
Mike Mihalas

Mike Mihalas, Pisgah TU President

“A man can be a fish hog with a fly rod as easily as he can with a cane pole. Easier perhaps.”
H. G. Tapply
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August Chapter Meeting Program -

Oxbow River Snorkeling
Oxbow River Snorkeling is located in the beautiful Blue
Ridge Mountains of Transylvania County, North Carolina.
Although biologists have used river snorkeling as a research
tool for quite some time, it is quickly becoming a favorite
activity for adventurers and explorers.

Oxbow River Snorkeling is the first company to focus on
guided river snorkeling in the United States. Our mission is to
provide a full scale river snorkeling adventure, while helping
our customers create lasting memories of our ancient
watershed and its unique biological communities.
Come join us as we venture below the surface of some of the
oldest rivers in the world.
August Chapter Meeting is Thursday, August 11th @ 7:00 p.m.!
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Roadside cleanup Workday
By Tim Schubmehl

O

n Thursday July 28th we had our first road side cleanup for 2016. It was a little bit on the warm
and humid side but we all managed to survive. Thank goodness we were done shortly after noon!
Litter was abundant
with everyone
managing to fill at least
one bag or more.
Recently there had
been a roadside
mowing which helped
expose a lot of trash we
would have missed
otherwise.
We had (17) members participate; Dave Bender, John Rich, David Pierce, Kevin Germann, Howard
Husselman, Jim Rumbough, Bruce Jones, John Cottingham, Lavoe Davis, Rosemary Nelson, John
Nelson, Ross Fox, Clive Morris, Carole Deddy, Mike Mihalas, Nicole Mihalas and Tim Schubmehl.

In addition we
also had the help of Nicholas, Zoe, and Xan Mihalas
well as Andrew Howell and Brady O’Dell. They did a
great job focusing on the picnic areas.
As usual we all enjoyed coffee, muffins and cinnamon
rolls provided by Bracken Mountain Bakery. Thanks to
Nicole for picking them up!
Another cleanup is scheduled for September 24th.
Thanks to all that participated!
Tim Schubmehl
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T

his is a J.E.B. Hall original.

It gets it's (purple) name from
the Brown UV Ice Dub which is

The Purple
Drink

actually purple. Who knew?
You can be sure J.E.B. will have

By Dave Bender

a box full of these flies anytime
he heads to Montana to fish the
Madison in the Bear Trap section and it's also one of his "go to" flies for
right here in the mountains.
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Materials List:

As always, I start by pinching
down the barb, placing the bead on
the hook and securing the hook in
the vise (Photo #1).



Hook:

Dai-Riki 125 size 16 or smaller



Thread:

6/0 - Brown



Tail:

Dyed red pheasant tail fibers



Abdomen:

Wapsi Stretch Tubing



Thorax:

Ice Dub - Brown



Wing:

CDC Puff - Brown



Bead:

3/32 Metallic Brown Tungsten

Start your thread behind the bead and lay down a
thread base back to the bend of the hook (photo #2).

Photo # 1

Tie in several, 5 or 6 will do, red pheasant tail fibers (Photo #3) and lash down the fibers by winding forward (Photo #4).

Photo # 2

Photo # 3
Photo # 4
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Prepare the tubing by cutting the tie down end at a shallow angle and secure behind
the bead (photo #5). Lash the tubing to the near side of the hook by stretching as you
wind back to the tail tie in point (photo #6). Now bring you thread back to the tubing tie
in point behind the bead.

Photo # 6

Photo # 5

Start the abdomen by winding the stretch tubing forward. Start by stretching the tubing near the tail and releasing the pressure and you wind forward. This will provide a
tapered body (photo #7).
Secure the tubing at this point and cut away any excess (photo #8).

Photo # 7

Photo # 8
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Dub a small amount of Ice Dub to form the
rear section of the thorax (photo #9).

Place a CDC Puff over the bead (photo #10),
lash it down between the thorax and bead
(photo #11) and clip away the stem portion
(photo #12).

Photo # 9

Photo # 10

Photo # 11

Photo # 12

Now dub another small amount of Ice
Dub to your thread and complete the
thorax between the CDC wing and
bead (photo #13).

Photo # 13
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Photo # 14
Whip finish, clip the thread away and apply head cement.

That's it. Not all that difficult and it works well. Go get'em...
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I

met up in June with 12 IWFF members which included husbands and
sons of members. We met up to fish the Big Horn River 90 minutes
from Billings, Montana. I have fished the Big Horn at Ft. Smith at least 5 times and never
been disappointed.
This time, however, the dam release schedule caused the water temperature to drop from
60 degrees to 40 degrees overnight and the flow of water to go from 7,000 cfm to 4,500
cfm overnight. The Big Horn is large and clean. A river flow of 4,500 remains significant,
but the sudden change in flow and temperature caused lockjaw for the first two days. On
the third day, the fished turned on like a switch of voracious large wild rainbow and brown
trout. Most fish were between 16 and 22 inches with wide girth. We pumped the stomach
on the third day to find empty stomachs and a cooperative attitude. We were able to drift
boat, wade and dry fly fish.
At the end of six days, I was sore and tired of fishing. Naturally my attention turned to
shopping for gear. I guess the good thing about the Big Horn is that there really are no
stores in Ft. Smith with the
closest shop being 90
minutes away. I think manufacturers could make a buck
if they catered more to outfitting women with clothing and
stuff. If anyone is interested
in IWFF membership, you
are welcome to contact me.
Rumor has it that an IWFF
event is being scheduled in
North Carolina next year.
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ARBUCKLE SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED!
Press release from the Community Foundation of Henderson County:
Community Foundation of Henderson County is pleased to announce the award of The Pisgah Chapter of
Trout Unlimited William L. Arbuckle Memorial Scholarship for $1,000.00 to Brett B. Kelly, a student at Clemson University currently studying in the Wildlife and Fisheries Biology curriculum.
Brett Kelly from Abbeville, South Carolina, will pursue a career in stream restoration ecology and his passions
lie in freshwater riverine systems and their fragmentation due to impediments.

The scholarship fund, a component fund of Community Foundation of Henderson County, was established in
2006 by The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited, is named for, and honors the memory of William “Bill” L. Arbuckle, an avid angler, supporter and former director of The Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited. Mr. Arbuckle
contributed much of his time, talent and resources to the success of the chapter.
Individuals, families and organizations have established funds at the Community Foundation of Henderson
County to carry out their charitable giving, now and in the future. To learn more, visit www.CFHCforever.org.

PCTU NEEDS YOUR FLIES!
What’s a chapter meeting without a raffle? And what’s a raffle without a box of flies?
Justin McEntire has been carrying the
load this year (Thanks Justin) but we
need to spread the fun around. Please
donate your hand-tied flies to the
chapter! Bring in a few to the next chapter meeting to add to a box, or better
yet, bring in a box with a couple dozen
examples of your handiwork.
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The Editing Remains
Mystery and myth envelop the mountain coves
in early morning autumn clouds…

B

rook Trout indeed inhabit amazingly beautiful
places. In our neck of the
woods, their only natural
habitat is the high elevation
mountain stream. To visit
these places, to put oneself
into the embrace of the
wooded mountain slopes, is
to experience a moment in
the long history of relationship between mankind and the Southern Appalachians. These mountains have elicited the
gamut of human emotions from man’s very first encounters to this day. Whether spiritual
reverence, fear of known or unknown perils, curiosity of mountain myths and mysteries,
the spell-bounding awe of majestic splendor, or the intimate comfort of a spring-fed headwater stream, the mountain home of trout evokes emotions.

It is easy to imagine sometimes, after a two or
three hour hike, that one is in a place rarely visited by humans, yet truly few if any places on earth
have such distinction. The Southern Appalachiby Randall Nyhof
ans have been trod over for centuries, especially
the stream beds and coves where travel is easier and direction is clearer to discern.
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The Editing Remains
(continued)...
If you keep an eye out, you can often run across the remnants of the past.

To me, the imagination runs to the people who
have been before.
Those that lived off the stream I fish and called that cove
“home”. No doubt they had a passion for their home that
was passed from generation to generation in the form of
folk lore. I envy that passion, and find great satisfaction
learning about the local lore. I am also deeply warmed to
know that in most cases those places of myth are still intact. In some cases we can read about the history and lore
of the areas we find and fish for trout. I have read a couple
such works disguised as fishing books. One is by Davidson
River Outfitters owner Kevin Howell’s father Don Howell
titled “Tying and Fishing Southern Appalachian Trout Flies”.
(the Caldwell Barn in Cataloochee Valley)
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The Editing Remains

The other is a book by someone who was born and raised
in the Smokies. Jim Casada, in his book “Fly Fishing in the
Great Smoky Mountains National Park: An Insider's Guide
to A Pursuit of Passion”, describes the places to fish in the
Great Smoky Mountain National Park, yet richly embellishes
the place descriptions with local history and lore, resulting in
a book filled with the passion of a local denizen.

Some in our chapter will remember the streamside memorial service for fellow member Dr. Wai Syn a few years ago
on the Green River. It was a lovely send off to a very fine
gentleman, but the
thing I will never
forget is the song that was sung in a beautiful
acapella by chapter member Don Sain. It was a
song of passion passed down through generations of Green River families like Don’s, about the
Green River Cove.

In a technologically advancing world, the days of
generational living in remote mountain coves
may be nearing an end. Yet I hope we can all develop a passion for the places surrounding the streams we approach, and in so doing, find the opportunities to pass along that
passion to future generations. For it is passion which enables people to fight for the protection of the things they love.

Approaching streams in pursuit of fish? Let’s pursue streams in our approach to fish.
mb
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WELCOME New Members!
Current Pisgah Chapter membership = 357 Individual members
6 Business members

Stephen Carson
Gabrielle DiLemme
Susan Douglas
Julie Huneycutt
Katherine Kidwell
Rebeca Lancaster
John Mathews
Cecelia Murrey
John and Rosemary Nelson
Ben Tackett
Cynthia Terwilliger
Tom Widmer
Ted Worden

Hendersonville
Brevard
Mills River
Hendersonville
Fairview
Hendersonville
Hendersonville
Mills River
Brevard
Edneyville
Tryon
Montreat
Brevard

New members are encouraged to come to our Chapter Meetings in Hendersonville.
New members will receive a New Member Packet
at their first meeting!
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Pisgah Chapter Leaders Directory
2015-2016

President

Vice-President

Secretary

Treasurer

Past President

Mike Mihalas

Abbi Bagwell

Carole Deddy

Sara Jerome

Chris Ellis

mike@mihalas.com

abbi@flymenfishing

carolededdy@gmail.com

jeromesa67@gmail.com

chris.ellis.pctu@gmail.com

828-577-8032

company.com

Lou Barlow

Dave Bender

Jim Czarnezki

Don Huneycutt

Bruce Jones

riverrooster@me.com

trout1941@gmail.com

czarnezki@netscape.net

drhuneycutt@morrisbb.net

jones0922@gmail.com

Tom Kellner

Justin McEntire

Jim Rumbough

Dick Schaad

Ed Shearin

kellcn@att.net

wjmcentire@gmail.com

jimrumbough@gmail.com

rschaad@ymail.com

ed.shearin@gmail.com

Snags & Snarls is published about
twelve times a year by the non-profit
conservation organization Pisgah Chapter of Trout Unlimited for its members
and supporters.

The Pisgah Chapter web site contains a
plethora of pertinent information and
resource links:

Address comments to:

Webmaster:

Snags & Snarls
PO Box 841
Hendersonville NC 28793-0841
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http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org

Newsletter Editor:
Mark Byington

Linda Byington
linda@byingtonla.net

markb@byingtonla.net
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